
How Case Study Buddy 
helped Looop close 30% 

more sales with customer 
success stories
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Looop

When employees need answers, they don’t read through 
a manual or click through a course. They search the web—
or ask around!

Looop is a learning platform that harnesses those habits 
and makes it easy to give employees on-demand access 
to info they can actually use. 

Results

• Looop finally had the customer 
success stories that proved why 
they were worth investing in.

• As a result, they turned 30% more 
leads into sales, and incoming leads 
are more qualified than ever before.

• The critical feedback Case Study 
Buddy gathered helped Looop 
better serve their clients and make 
their tools even more attractive.

Solution

• Case Study Buddy took the time 
to learn what made Looop special 
and how to best bring that to the 
surface.

• White-glove approach to 
interviewing clients kept things 
frictionless and professional.

• Efficient process consistently 
churned out the kinds of stories that 
Looop needed to stand out.

HIGHLIGHTS

Challenges 

• Needed success stories that 
demonstrated what made Looop 
stand out from the crowd.

• High-profile clients with limited time; 
needed to get the process right

• Producing case studies in-house 
was too time consuming for a lean 
startup.

Case studies are invaluable to us. With Case 
Study Buddy, we’ve saved so much time and 
money—and what they produced was far 
beyond what we could do in-house.

BEN MUZZELL 
CO-FOUNDER, LOOOP

The Company



Challenges
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Building credibility in a crowded niche

In an ocean of “me-too” learning software, Looop has built 
something truly unique: a platform that leverages the 
way modern employees actually learn to deliver useful 
information on demand. 

But with over 600 competing platforms to contend with, 
Looop needed a way to stand out and help leads clearly 
understand what made them better than the other guys. 

Ben Muzzell, Looop’s co-founder, knew customer success stories were the fastest way to make that 
happen, but diverting in-house time and resources just wasn't feasible. 

“We had so many other important things to do day-to-day, we just couldn't prioritize them,” Ben 
explains. “We can’t just put things on pause to write case studies, no matter how much we need 
them.”

Even if he had the time, getting the case study process wrong would mean wasting the time of valued 
clients, with nothing to show for it.

“When you don't have any case studies to start with, there's so much work that goes into figuring out 
how to structure them,” Ben explains. “And because you’re basically asking for both time and a favor 
from your customer, you can burn the opportunity to use that customer in a case study if you get it 
wrong.”

Looop had tried producing a case study in the past, but found it incredibly hard to get clients to open up 
and share the information that made for a good story. 

“Extracting the kinds of stories we needed is a really hard thing to do when you're so close to it,” 
Ben explains. “You really need a third party that's not related to the company. That way clients feel 
comfortable giving much more honest comments.”

There's so much work that goes into developing case studies. It can be very 
expensive trying to produce them in-house, especially if you’re making mistakes 
along the way.
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A completely frictionless process

To properly tell Looop’s story, Case Study Buddy needed to 
understand the product inside and out. 

They worked with Ben to develop a plan for the case 
studies, outlining the insights they’d look for and the 
questions they’d ask. 

“Case Study Buddy made a huge effort to understand 
us, what our needs were and what we hoped to achieve,” Ben says. “They really got to know the 
Looop platform, and because of that, knew exactly how to ask our clients about their experience.”

With high-profile clients like Discovery Communications and Radisson Hotels, Case Study Buddy needed 
to treat Looop's customers as if they were their own. 

Professionalism, flexibility, and efficiency were critical. 

Case Study Buddy carefully planned out the customer interviews, narrowing down questions and doing 
research to minimize the amount of time needed on a call.

“They were fantastic with our customers and kept everyone in the loop with what's going on,” Ben 
says. “Once we pointed them in the direction to make an introduction, we were confident that they'd 
always speak to our customers with respect—and we could hear that in the recordings they shared.”

Once introduced to the client, Case Study Buddy handled all of the heavy lifting, freeing Ben to focus on 
other important tasks. 

Solution

We see case studies as a high-value asset and for anything that's high value we 
want to make sure we're getting the best result we can. Case Study Buddy delivered 
exactly that.

Ben needed a partner he could trust to speak with his clients, capture great stories and create sales 
assets his team would be proud to use—all while keeping the process as hands-free as possible.

That’s when he found Case Study Buddy.
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30% higher closing rates

After creating multiple case studies with some of Looop’s 
most valued clients, Ben finally had the secret weapons he 
needed to help leads quickly understand Looop’s unique 
value.

As a result, Looop was able to turn an average of 30% 
more leads into sales than it could before. 

Ben and his team are able to arm leads with resources 
they can share internally to help get buy-in and have even 
used case studies in live meetings to help shorten the sales 
cycle.

And because the stories are now shared on Looop’s site, leads have self-serve access to persuasive sales 
assets; resulting in new leads being more qualified and closer to purchase than before. 

Working with Case Study Buddy has had unexpected benefits, too.

The critical feedback that Case Study Buddy gathered from Looop’s clients has also helped Looop better 
serve their customers, refine their features and strengthen their tools. 

“Case Study Buddy did a far better job than we ever could,” Ben says. “To have an experienced pair of 
hands managing that process is so important to us. They treated us and our clients with respect and 
we see the effects of their case studies every day. Working with them again is a no brainer for us.”

Case Study Buddy scheduled the interviews, compiled summary emails for Ben and his team and sent 
across the full interview recording.

A first draft of each study was completed in a week or less, and quickly routed to both Looop and their 
clients for revision requests and approvals. 

As a result, each client's experiences were turned into a compelling story they were proud to share — and 
at a much faster pace than Looop could hope to match in-house.

“Their knowledge of case studies, the process they used, knowing what works and what doesn't and 
keeping us in the loop the whole time made everything so effortless,” Ben says.

Results



Do you need help standing 
out from the crowd?

Contact Case Study Buddy and let 
your success do the talking.

GET IN TOUCH

https://thwomp.typeform.com/to/mquZU1

